Texas Southern University
Thurgood Marshall School of Law Library
New Titles for October 2018

*Special Collections
**Reserve Collection
***Professional Collection
****Reference Collection

SPC DT515.45.Y67 A56 1992

SPC DS62.23 .A93 2002

SPC F279.C453 A2 2014

E184.A1 B278 2013

SPC DT60 .B385 2012

SPC DT70 .B38 2015


KF366 .E318 2015

SPC DT365.65 .E37 1998 (Africana Section)

SPC P35.5.A35 A7 1982 (Africana Section)

SPC KF292.S675 E43 2018

SPC GN649.M65 E57 1999 (Africana Section)

SPC F379.N57 C663 2011

SPC E29.Y67 Y67 2004 (Africana Section)

SPC BR1369 .F37 2012 (Africana Section)

SPC BS1852006 .V35 2007


SPC E185.61 .K354 2005 (copy available in the Classified Collection)

SPC E458.8 .K44 2013

E333 .K46 2003

SPC E332.25 .K47 2018

KF3180.Z9 W55 2018

E912 .M35 2018

HV6791 .I48 2006

SPC E99.03 M386 1995


